
 

 

1. Title Perform wedding costume and banquet make-up for related parties  

2. Code BEZZMU303A 

3. Range Apply make-up and colour matching techniques correctly to provide make-up services to customers 

at make-up-related workplaces according to the Chinese and Western banquet costume for 

wedding-related parties. 

4. Level 3 

5. Credit 3 (for reference only) 

6. Competency   Performance Requirements 

 6.1 Chinese and Western 

costume and banquet 

make-up for 

wedding-related parties 

and techniques  

 Understand colour application and matching techniques for 

Chinese and Western costume and banquet make-up, and 

the matching of environment and lighting  

 Understand the difference between Chinese and Western 

costume make-up and evening make-up 

 Understand types of cosmetics for Chinese and Western 

costume and banquet make-up and their uses 

 Understand make-up image changing techniques  

 Understand the techniques of matching the make-up with 

wedding and banquet costume and the venue  

 Understand the characteristics, make-up techniques and 

noting points for the roles played by different parties in a 

banquet such as: groom, bride, maid of honour, 

bridesmaids and mother  

 

 6.2 Perform wedding 

costume and banquet 

make-up on related 

parties  

 Make preparations for make-up, including: 

 Cleansing the face 

 Sterilizing the tools and hands 

 Choose suitable make-up materials and tools to style 

suitable images for the customers according to the 

customers’ complexion, costume, status and make-up style  

 Master all kinds of wedding costume and banquet make-up 

and touch-up techniques for related parties and perform 

banquet make-up services on all kinds of people involving 

in a wedding, such as:  

 Eye make-up  

 Face make-up  

 Lip make-up 

 Judge whether the colours of the make-up are matched as a 

whole and meet the customers’ requirements 

 



 

 

7. Assessment Criteria The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are: 

(i) Capable to master the techniques for wedding costume and banquet make-up for related 

parties, colour matching and the matching of the environment and venue; and 

 (ii) Capable to apply colour matching techniques correctly to provide Chinese and Western 

banquet costume and make-up services to customers according to the characteristics, 

costume and skin type of the roles they played in a wedding, so as to achieve the effect of 

matching the overall make-up and colour with the lighting of the environment. 

8. Remarks  

 


